Dual Centurion Fill Station System
w/ Integral Four (4) Bank ACP

FEATURES

- Top mounted four (4) bank ACP with SCBA/SCUBA fill regulator
- CGA677 system refill port with dustcap and bypass valve
- Note: shown with optional LP & HP regulated reel fill circuits

- QTY-2 UL classified Centurion fill stations capable of filling
  - QTY-4 SCBA or
  - QTY-2 SCUBA simultaneously

- Centrally located dual SCBA/SCUBA fill controls with CGA347 NFPA 1901 2009 Ed. breathing air sample point connection

- QTY-2; removable "placement" feet provided for initial installation to provide fork truck access.

- Formed steel fill station/ACP assembly mounting base to allow for ease of installation